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Henry Koek:
Words / Voice / Saxophone / Others
Daniel Moschopoulos: Electric Organ / Piano
Alexander Cutteridge: Digital Percussion / Acoustic Guitar

A collection of distance collaborations. Recorded in Edinburgh, Manchester & Aups – 2013
to 2014. Henry and Free Variety Theatre have never met in “real life”, though we have
performed together virtually. They record fluctuating acoustic (and electrical) energy
patterns, transcode and manipulate them, trade the digital data, package it up with words
and pictures in such a way that the new energy patterns can easily be converted back to
sound. Along with time, actual locations become largely irrelevant. The final result is that
these “tracks” never happened, they were never performed in the conventional sense, they
are all an illusion. [Fabricated] Don't worry, so is much of the music out there. That
convention, at least, remains unchanged. There is some real stuff in here, material that
existed before. [H.H.] But most of it is pieced together from brief moments of activity.
Fragments of time, consciousnesses aligning in space or around the pages (the words,even,
are irrelevant). Music out there. Feuilleton.

LYRICS

Chaotic Illusion
Go in.
Go in.
Go in. Let go.
Be aware. Be aware. Let it in, slow.
It's, it's, it's a switch.
From here to there; left to right; down, up.
[Chaotic Illusion]
Chaotic illusion into fruitful insight.
Exclusion into inclusion, exclusion into inclusion, exclusion into inclusion makes left right.
Go in, let go. Go in, let go. Be aware, be aware. Be aware, be aware. Let it in slow.
It's, it's, it's a switch.
Go in, let go, be aware, let it in slow.
It's a switch from here to there left to right, down up.
Chaotic illusion into truthful insight; exclusion into inclusion makes left right.

Let's Play The Game
Let's play the game.
Movement of mind, movement of mind.
Humanity is a quality we owe to each other.
Humanity is a quality we owe to each other.
We create each other, we create eachother. We are because you are.
We are. We are. Because you are. You are.
And since you are, definitly I am, I am, I am.
Movement of mind, movement of mind.
Movement of mind.

Before The Sun Begun
Before the Sun begun. Out of no- thing.
Out of nothing. Movement.
Movement creates sound.
Frequency, vibration, and so relation.
Receiver, believer. Bounce, collide, flicker, shake-a, bright, [trigger.]
Bounce glide flicker shake-a bright [trigger]
Before the Sun begun. Out of nothing, movement creates sound.

Frequency, vibration.
Bounce glide flicker shake-a bright [something].
Bounce glide flicker shake-a bright [something].
Before the Sun begun. Out of nothing, movement. Movement creates; creates sound.
Frequency, vibration. And so relation. Receiver, believer.
Bounce glide flicker, shake-a glide trigger. Bounce glide flicker, shake-a, bright, trigger.
Before the Sun begun.

Magister Ludi
It's never too late to be who you might have been.
Magister Ludi, master of the game.
Magister Ludi, master of the game.
Magister Ludi, master of the game.
Making deep connections between seemingly unrelated topics.
Feeling the unseen. Imaginiation, unexpected relation.
Musical phrase; philosophical thought. Willingness, curiosity, and discipline.
That's what brought wisdom. Wisdom and possibility live together, freely and wise.
Be eachother's surprise.
Cosmic play in a symbolic universe.
Cosmic play in a symbolic universe.

It's never too late to be who you might have been.
It's never too late to be who you might have been.
Let's play the game:
Das Glasperlenspiel. Le jeu de perle de verre. The Glass Bead Game.
The game of life. Devine [le la 3.12]
Reconciliation between science and art - and science and religion.
Universitatis litterarum.
Making deep connections between seemingly unrelated topics.
Finding the unseen. Imagination, unexpected relation.
Musical phrase; philosophical thought.
Willingness, curiosity, and discipline. That's what brought wisdom.
Wisdom as possibility, live together. Freely and wise, be eachother's surprise.
It's never too late to be who you might have been.
Let's play the game.
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